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Earlier this year we were saddened by the news that David Fisher had passed away. The 
picture above shows David with his award-winning painting “First Things First” inspired 
by seeing the 9F at the Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway during the Fraternity visit 
in June 2009. 
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DAVID FISHER 1946-2013 
 
Members were greatly saddened to learn of the death on 21st March, at the age of 66, of our long-
standing member, David Fisher after a long battle against cancer. 
David Frederick Fisher was born in Midsomer Norton on 21st July 1946 and spent virtually the 
whole of his life there. Educated at Somervale School, David became an apprentice to F Speed & 
Sons, signwriters and decorators of Midsomer Norton. In 1966 he commenced a four-year course 
of study at the West of England College of Art in Bristol, after which he embarked on a highly 
successful career as a freelance artist. Initially David specialised in pictorial inn signs for various 
breweries in the South West and in total he painted nearly 400 of them. One of his last was for the 
Strawberry Inn (formerly the Railway Inn) at Draycott. In the 1980s he designed and painted 
thirteen huge murals for display at Welcome Break motorway service stations; the nearest was 
that at Sedgemoor Services on the M5. He also was successful in obtaining commissions for art 
works for a wide variety of clients including the Sultan of Oman and the Saudi Arabian Air 
Force. In 1970 David was made an Honorary Freeman of the Worshipful Company of Painters 
and Stainers of the City of London. 
In recent years David decided to return to painting subjects dear to his heart - in oils, watercolours 
and acrylics - and he won several prestigious competitions. In 2008, he won the Holburne 
Museum of Arts (Bath) portrait competition, the prize being a £5,000 commision to paint another 
portrait to be added to the Holburne's collection. David chose as his subject the actress Stephanie 
Cole and the competed painting has been much acclaimed. He regarded the winning of this prize 
as his greatest artistic achievement. In 2011, a design by David for a logo for the newly-
established Midsomer Norton town council was adopted and as this is now appearing on road 
signs etc, it will serve as a fitting memorial to him for those 'in the know'. 
As members will know David had a great love for railways and the steam locomotive in 
particular. Several of his paintings depicted local railway scenes. For example “let battle 
commence” commemorated the first run over the Somerset & Dorset by a Class 9F 2-10-0 in 
1960, the painting showing the test train passing over the level crossing at Radstock. Another 
study entitled 'First Things First' also featured a 9F (No.92203) and this painting won David the 
'Most Popular Picture in Show' award at the Royal Bath & West Show in 2012 - the ninth time he 
had won this award! In 2008, the Fraternity commissioned David to paint a study of the 'West 
Country' Pacific No. 34092 CITY OF WELLS to mark our 40th anniversary. (Incidentally, the 
Committee now hope that this painting will be permanently exhibited at Wells Town Hall). 
David married Brenda in 1969 and they were to make their home in a former inn (The Hole in the 
Wall) in Church Square, Midsomer Norton and a visit to David's studio there was always a 
delight.  
The Fraternity was well represented at the Service of Thanksgiving in St John's Church on the 5th 
April. In view of the contribution David had made to Midsomer Norton - he had a passionate 
interest in local history and was active in several societies including the Somersetshire Coal Canal 
Society, the S&D Heritage Trust at Midsomer Norton South Station and the Midsomer Norton 
Society - and the high regard with which he was regarded, the church was filled to capacity with 
even the organ loft being used to provide extra space. David's railway interest was reflected with 
a reading of Auden's poem 'Night Mail'.  
David will be long remembered by those of us who were privileged to have known him and his 
cheery smile and friendly manner - even in recent years when he was undergoing the most intense 
medical treatment - were always an inspiration to us all. He will be greatly missed. 
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TERRY MILES (1936-2013) 
 
A comparatively recent Fraternity member, Terry Miles died on 3rd April, at the age of 76, after a 
short illness. A native of Shepton Mallet, he spent much of his working life as a heavy goods 
vehicle driver until retirement enabled him to pursue his various hobbies, which naturally 
included railways.  
The Fraternity was represented at the funeral at the Mendip Crematorium on 17th April. The 
service included various items of music and poetry to reflect Terry's interests and featured a 
superb recording of a GWR locomotive starting a train on the West Somerset Railway where 
Terry was an active member. 
It came as a surprise to those of us who knew him to discover that Terry was an accomplished 
amateur artist. On the back of the Order of Service was an illustration of one of his fine paintings 
- of LNER 'A4' No.4467 WILD SWAN on an express train passing a lake with three swans, two in 
flight. 
Terry was always a reserved attendee at Fraternity meetings but those of us who got to know him 
always found him well-informed on railway matters and his conversation interesting. 
 
 
 

150 YEARS OF LONDON UNDERGROUND 
by David Mead                                 (8 January) 

 
Our speaker at our first meeting of 2013 - on the 8th January - was Mr David Mead, who, despite 
the atrocious weather, had travelled from his home in Teignmouth to be with us. His 33-year 
career had been with London Transport and upon retirement, he held the post of Chief Civil 
Engineer responsible for the underground lines. He first of all commented that the date of our 
meeting coincided almost to the day with the 150th anniversary of the completion of the world's 
first underground railway between Bishop's Road (Paddington) and Farringdon Street (a distance 
of nearly 4 miles across London) on the 9th January 1863. This event was marked with a formal 
celebratory dinner in the latter station and the line opened to the public on the following day. 
Mr Mead's illustrated talk began surprisingly with an artist's impression of the site of central 
London in prehistoric times, to remind us of its geological inheritance, mainly of clay. He then 
moved forward to London of around 1800, then the largest city in the world, the River Thames 
full of ships from all around the globe. Development was hampered, however, as road access to 
the south was only available by means of the ancient London Bridge and comparatively recent 
bridges at Blackfriars and Westminster. 
An ambitious project for a tunnel under the Thames between Wapping and Rotherhithe was 
started in 1824 with Sir Marc Isambard Brunel as its engineer. The tunnel was not to be opened 
until 1843 however - albeit then only for pedestrians - and its construction was beset with many 
problems; during a major flooding disaster, Sir Marc's young son, Isambard Kingdom Brunel was 
to play an heroic part. For this project, Sir Marc designed the first tunnelling shield, an ingenious 
invention, the basic principles of which are still found in many of the sophisticated tunnel boring 
machines in use today. Rotherhithe Tunnel was sold to the East London Railway in 1869 and 
eventually became an important part of the new and successful London Overground system in 
2007. 
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150 YEARS OF LONDON UNDERGROUND - continued 
 
The Metropolitan Railway of 1863 was mainly built on the 'cut-and-cover' method, the first lines 
being built just below major roads. A few years later a similar principle was used by the rival 
Metropolitan District Railway but the first section, between Westminster and Blackfriars, 
however, was built on land reclaimed from the Thames. This also incorporated a major new 
sewerage scheme, and on completion, all was covered by the Victoria Embankment and Gardens. 
Extensions of the District Railway were complicated by the absence of suitable roads under 
which the line could be driven and the company was forced to buy land and buildings. Also, 
within the City of London, the Corporation insisted that new highways should be built over the 
new railway and not buildings, thus depriving the company of substantial income potential. An 
example is Queen Victoria Street, to the east of Blackfriars. Elsewhere, in Bayswater, a couple of 
houses in Leinster Terrace had to be demolished and the company was compelled to reinstate the 
frontage with dummy house fronts - to the displeasure of the GPO as the 'fictional' addresses 
became the subject of many practical jokes. 
Both the Metropolitan and District Railways were originally operated worked with steam 
locomotives and although exhaust steam was condensed, smoke remained a major problem until 
the advent of electrification from 1903. The first 'Tube' railway arrived in 1890 with the opening 
of the City and South London Railway, originally from King William Street to Stockwell, and 
trains running in tunnels, of circular section with a diameter of only about 10 feet, driven deep 
below ground level. At first cable haulage was proposed but it was the decided to use electric 
locomotives - a bold choice in view of the infancy of electrical technology. The original coaches 
were most unusual in that they had no windows. Access to stations was by means of lifts - 
another example of new technology. Most of the tube lines under Central London were completed 
between 1900 and 1910 and in 1911 the first escalator was installed at Earl's Court station. The 
public were at first very nervous about using the 'moving staircase' and for a while a disabled man 
with a wooden leg, 'Thumper' Harris, was employed to travel up and down the escalator all day to 
inspire public confidence. 
Mr Dean the gave a brief survey of developments during the 20th century, the most significant 
probably being the bringing of all underground, tram and bus services under the control of the 
London Passenger Transport Board in 1933. He covered major schemes such as the building of 
the Victoria and Jubilee Lines, the Docklands Light Railway and the extension of the Piccadilly 
Line to Heathrow Airport (and later Terminal 4). 
In the 1960s there was a major diversion of the Circle Line in connection with the large-scale 
Barbican Redevelopment and Mr Dean was the Resident Engineer for this project. The 
redevelopment included new buildings for the Guildhall School of Music and Drama and the 
school insisted that noise and vibration from the railway should be minimised. This was 
successfully achieved in a novel way by elevating the railway slightly within its tunnel and 
cushioning the tracks with rubber blocks - a technique subsequently used elsewhere in London.  
Mr Mead touched on some of the types of rolling stock used on the Underground, including the 
new 'S' stock trains currently being introduced to replace the trains which have served the Circle, 
District and Metropolitan Lines for the last 40 years or more. Finally we saw a few illustrations of 
interesting surviving station buildings before the final slide showing the famous Underground 
map originally devised by Harry Beck. 
 
A vote of thanks for a most interesting talk was given by Chris Avery. 
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THE RAILWAYS OF QUEENSLAND, NEW SOUTH WALES AND 
VICTORIA - by Ian Hunter                                               (12 February) 
 
The speaker at the Fraternity's meeting on 12th February was Mr Ian Hunter, whose 
subject was 'The Railways of Queensland, Tasmania, New South Wales and Victoria'. He 
began by reminding us of the vast distances in Australia, a factor which had resulted in a 
preference for air travel and nowadays the virtual disappearance of long-distance 
passenger trains. Some tourist trains still run, however, including 'The Ghan' and the 
'Indian Pacific', the latter taking four and a half days to cover the 2,200 miles from 
Sydney to Perth. 
 
Each Australian state had pursued railway development independently resulting in four 
different track gauges - standard (British) gauge in New South Wales, 5'3" in Victoria, 
3'6" and 2'0" in Queensland. This led to great operational difficulties in later years as the 
various state systems were joined up - at one time, a journey from Sydney to Perth would 
involve no fewer than six changes of gauge. In 1964 the Federal Government adopted the 
standard gauge and the long and costly process of conversion commenced. Not until 
2004, however, were Melbourne and Adelaide linked by standard gauge track. Each state 
originally ran its own railway system but a measure of privatisation took place in 1994, 
leading to the creation of new concerns such as Commonwealth Railways and Australian 
National Railways. 
 
Steam locomotives were mainly imported from Britain or built locally under licence; 
passenger and freight vehicles, however, always tended to follow American practice and 
since the 1960s, most new diesel locomotives were built in Australia under licence from 
American companies such as General Electric and General Motors. As in the USA, a 
great amount of freight continues to be moved by rail, commodities including sugar cane, 
potatoes, bananas and molasses, the latter in giant tank wagons. In Queensland, sugar 
cane trains weighing some 10,000 tons are often to be found. 
 
Ian then gave us a pictorial tour of the railway scene in all of the states in the title of his 
talk as he recorded it on visits to Australia in 2008 and 2011. As a railway modeller, 
many photographs illustrated the finer details of the subject, such as the survival of 
British-style semaphore signalling and station buildings and signal boxes often of 
corrugated iron construction. We were also treated to scenes of the Brisbane and Sydney 
suburban railway systems (the latter with double-deck trains), the Sydney monorail and 
Melbourne's famous Flinders Street station. 
 
An informative and interesting evening was concluded with a vote of thanks by Chris 
Challis. 
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LOCAL RAILWAYS OF THE 60’s ON FILM - goes digital 
by Andrew Linham                                                  (12 March) 

 
 
On the 12th March, we were pleased to welcome back our old friend Andrew Linham. 
During the 1960s Andrew filmed with a cine-camera much of the local railway scene, 
providing a most valuable record of trains on the Cheddar Valley line from Yatton, 
through Wells, to Witham Friary and on the Somerset & Dorset line from Bath to 
Bournemouth and its branch line from Evercreech Junction to Highbridge just before and 
in the years immediately following the closure of those railways. 
 
Over the years we have been privileged to see Andrew's films on several occasions but, 
having learned that they had now been digitalised, we looked forward to seeing them in 
their new technologically enhanced format and we were not disappointed. Andrew started 
with the Somerset & Dorset - a combination of two of his films and concluding with a 
record of a railtour using a diesel train, after the closure of the line to passenger traffic, 
visiting Radstock at a time when local enthusiasts were hoping to set up a preservation 
site there - an ambition to be frustrated in following years. 
 
Next, we saw Andrew's magnificent film of the railway serving Kilmersdon Colliery 
which included the rope-operation of wagons down the steep incline to the Radstock - 
Frome line. This was accompanied by the wonderful commentary by the colliery 
railwayman, Herbie Loader and his son, Nelson.  
 
Finally we were delighted - although somewhat saddened - to see Andrew's film of the 
last day of passenger trains on the Cheddar Valley line, on 7th September 1963, 
supplemented by views of a 'Strawberry Special' in 1964 and a final special train in 1969. 
The sight of trains at Wells (Tucker Street) station and crossing the notorious Priory Road 
level crossing was a nostalgic highlight. 
 
On behalf of us all, Terry Fowler gave a heartfelt vote of thanks to Andrew for a most 
enjoyable evening. 
 
We were also pleased to welcome railway author, Jeffery Grayer, to our meeting to sign 
copies of the latest volumes of his 'Impermanent Way' series of books. 
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THE FFESTINIOG AND WELSH HIGHLAND RAILWAYS 
by David Witcombe and Douglas Lindsay                    (9 April) 

 
 
The meeting on 9th April began on a sad note when the Chairman, Colin Price, led us in a 
period of silence as we remembered two members who had died since our last meeting - 
the renowned artist David Fisher of Midsomer Norton and Terry Miles of Shepton 
Mallet. We were also saddened to learn of the death, at the age of 90, of Harry Viles, the 
driver of the last regular passenger train into Wells over the Cheddar Valley line in 
September 1963. 
 
We then welcomed our two speakers, Douglas Lindsay and Dave Witcombe, from the 
Bristol Group of the Festiniog Railway Society. Dave began by describing, with the aid 
of slides, a trip over the Festiniog Railway, originally built 200 years ago to link the slate 
quarries at Blaenau Ffestiniog with the harbour at Porthmadog. The line was built to an 
extremely narrow gauge, slightly less than 2 feet, and in the 1950s was to become one of 
the earliest railway preservation projects, not only in Britain but in the world. Part of the 
line was flooded by the Central Electricity Generating Board for a pump-storage reservoir 
in the 1960s and the Festiniog Railway was successful in building a deviation, using 
much volunteer labour, to take the line higher up the mountainside, involving a 
remarkable spiral section to gain height. Dave reminded us that the railway could claim 
two 'firsts' - the introduction of steam engines on such a narrow gauge in 1863 and the 
remarkable Double Fairlie articulated locomotives a decade or so later. 
 
The second half of the evening was taken up with an account by Douglas of the 
rebuilding of the Welsh Highland Railway, built to the same 2'0" gauge but which had a 
very short life, being closed in 1936. The railway runs from Caernarfon to Porthmadog 
and although started as a long-term restoration project, the reconstruction of its 20 mile 
length was achieved in a commendably short period, thanks mainly to encouragement 
from the Welsh Assembly which made a substantial EU grant available for the purpose. 
The line was finally completed to connect once more with the Festiniog Railway in 2011. 
Being built much later than the Festiniog Railway, the WHR does not have the same 
loading gauge restrictions as the latter and services today are mainly handled by three 
very powerful and comparatively modern Beyer Garratt articulated steam locomotives, 
rescued from South Africa. The account was accompanied by a computer presentation 
containing some 400 photographs! 
 
A vote of thanks was given by David Humphreys. 
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A VISIT TO MIDSOMER NORTON SOUTH STATION        (21 April) 
 
Ten members and three guests enjoyed this visit to the SOMERSET & DORSET RAILWAY AT 
MIDSOMER NORTON.  The Somerset & Dorset Railway Heritage Trust was formed in 1992 
and has as its main object the restoration of the station and the recreation of this part of the S&D. 
We were greeted by Edgar Craggs, who is the Director of Passenger Services and Marketing 
Officer.  He directed us to the train in the station that was due to depart at 11.00.  It was formed 
of the 2 car class 108 diesel multiple unit that was originally preserved for use on the Avon 
Valley Railway, but came to Midsomer Norton in 2011, after long time storage at Long Marston.  
The Fraternity’s headboard was carried on the front of the unit for the trip.  Heading south west 
from the station up the 1 in 53 gradient we all too soon came to the stop board that indicates the 
current extent of passenger running.  The line could be seen to continue on around the next bend 
and we were told that permission to run public services on this section is expected in the next few 
weeks.  Negotiations are in progress with the Duchy of Cornwall who are the owners of the land 
beyond the present end of track.  As this is also the boundary between Bath & North East 
Somerset Council and Mendip District Council then the Trust will have another local authority to 
deal with. 
On returning to the station we split into three groups; the first two for conducted tours of the 
stables or signalbox and the third for the ‘driver for a fiver’.  Working horses were important for 
the railways right up to the 1950s not only for road transport but also for shunting.  The particular 
history of the stables at Midsomer Norton South is still being researched but the building has been 
beautifully restored and is now the S&DRHT’s museum.  Although there are currently no 
working steam locomotives on site there is the interesting prospect that the Sentinel vertical 
boilered shunter 7109 will soon be in working order.  Built for the Croydon Gas and Electricity 
Works in 1928 it is similar to the two Sentinels used by the S&D at Radstock.  It is the only one 
of this type left in this country and restoration is now well progressed. 
The station building and goods shed were saved from demolition after closure of the line when 
the site was taken over by the local college.  However, the signal box and the famous adjoining 
greenhouse were demolished and have had to be completely rebuilt by volunteers.  A suitable 
lever frame came from Branksome when the signal box there became redundant.  The impressive 
array of instruments have been obtained from an number of sources including bids on eBay! 
Our trip on the DMU had been on the down line.  Standing at the platform on the up line was one 
of the two resident 0-6-0 diesel shunters.  Built by English Electric, this former industrial 
machine is currently in pseudo British Railways livery as D1120 and carries the name DAVID J 
COOK.  We were introduced to the driver, Jeff Harris, who as a day job works as a signal and 
telegraph engineer for Network Rail.  We were to take turns at the controls with Jeff first giving a 
demonstration run.  With a strident blast on the horn we cautiously eased open the throttle and 
released the brake to head off.  An impressive amount of power was available to increase speed 
up the gradient (the loco was apparently built to shunt 1000 ton trains but we were of course just 
a light engine).  Returning back down to the station needed very little throttle but careful control 
of the brake. 
The Fraternity members were privileged to make this first public use of the up line through the 
station since closure in 1966.  Grateful thanks were extended to Edgar Craggs and the other 
volunteers including the team in the buffet car who provided lunch. 
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BACK TO THE BROAD GAUGE - by Brian Arman                 (14 May) 
 
The Fraternity's last meeting of the current season was held at Wells Town Hall on the 
14th May when, as is now customary, our very welcome speaker was Canon Brian 
Arman from Bristol. Brian reminded us that this was the 15th successive year in which he 
had visited us in Wells. Once again his illustrated presentation related to his beloved 
Great Western Railway, this time dealing with two distinct topics.  
 
First, Brian gave us a most interesting and informative survey of the broad gauge 
locomotives of the GWR and its associated companies, the Bristol & Exeter, South 
Devon and Cornwall Railways - from the earliest engines dating from 1837/38 to the last, 
built some 40 years later in a form so as to be convertible to standard gauge. We were 
reminded of the massive tank engines of the B & ER with single driving wheels of an 
incredible diameter of 9 feet; these were among the fastest locomotives of their period, 
one being recorded as reaching 82 mph.  
 
The second half of the evening related to the conversion of the Broad Gauge to the 
narrower standard gauge with which we are all familiar today. It will be recalled that 
Brunel had selected a gauge of a fraction over 7 feet to provide greater stability, comfort 
and speeds. As the railway network grew, however, this inevitably led to problems where 
the two gauges met and the decision was eventually taken to convert the broad gauge 
lines to narrow, using initially a mixed gauge with three rails as necessary. The process 
began in 1869 but was not finally completed until 1892. The last broad gauge train ran 
from Paddington to Penzance on Friday, 20th May 1892 and during the following 
weekend, the last purely broad gauge section from Exeter to Truro was converted, a 
massive operation involving a workforce of over 4,000 men. This was achieved without a 
hitch and by the Monday morning, virtually all remaining broad gauge engines, coaches 
and wagons had been moved to Swindon, where numerous sidings had been provided. 
Some of the rolling stock was converted for further use but most was eventually 
scrapped. 
 
Brian illustrated the conversion process with a wonderful collection of photographs - 
most of which had seldom been seen before by an audience such as ours. We were 
intrigued by scenes of workmen removing the broad gauge rail at stations such as 
Bridgwater and Newton Abbot and saddened by the sight of acres of rolling stock at 
Swindon, most of which was awaiting the breakers. 
 
A vote of thanks was given by Robin Harding, also a member, like our speaker, of the 
Broad Gauge Society. 
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RAILWELLS                                    (Saturday 10 and Sunday 11 August) 
 
Railwells, our annual exhibition, will once again be held in Wells Town Hall, from 10.30 to 5.30 
on Saturday, and 10.30 to 5.00 on Sunday. Railwells 2013 will be our 36th exhibition, and 
includes Scalefour Southwest and a Special Australian Railways Section. 
 
There will be at least 50 exhibits this year including 13 layouts (including two under construction 
to show you how), 18 traders, 12 demonstrators and other displays with an emphasis on layout 
and stock construction. Whether you are considering constructing a layout or not it is always 
interesting to see what someone else has done. All this will make the show well worth a visit. 
 
Members are reminded that they can come in FREE on production of their membership 
card. Better still, why not offer your assistance as a steward, or in some other capacity. 
The organiser, Chris Challis advises that he is particularly short of helpers on the Sunday, 
so if you can assist, please contact Chris on 01749  938362. 
 
 
Traders booked to attend 
 
L&B Sales                          C&L Finescale, Carrs, Exactoscale                  Scalefour Society Stores 
 
Dragon Models                                    Eileens Emporium                                     Roxey Mouldings 
 
Wizard Models (inc MSE & 51L)                                                                          Rail-Books.co.uk 
 
Mousa Models by Bill Bedford                                   Dart Castings with Monty’s figures and MJT 
 
Historical Model Railway Society Sales                East Somerset Models                    Cooper Craft 
 
ZTC, DCC control               Aspire Gifts & Models             Comet Models              Finny & Smith 
 
David Geen and Malcolm Mitchell 4mm loco kits                                       Pat Banks refreshments 
 
 
Demonstrations booked to attend 
 
Wagons from kits and scratch (John Chambers)                         Model making (Norman Soloman) 
 
Historic loco building (Jim Summers)                                         Modelling in EM (Karl Crowther) 
 
How to solder (Roger Sawyer)                                    Building signals that bounce (Harry Ryland) 
 
Track construction (The Scale 7 group)                    Modelling the Broad Gauge (Paul Townsend) 
 
2mm Assoc Roadshow (Paula Martin)     An introduction to laser cutting (Ian & Jonathan Buckie) 
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Displays etc. 
 
Lynton & Barnstable Rly                          Somerset & Dorset Railway Trust; info at www.sdrt.org  
 
Scalefour membership and promotion Danny Cockling 
187, Painswick Road, Gloucester, GL4  4AG. 01452 534763 
 
Scalefour Society; info at www.scalefour.org          H.M.R.S.; info at www.hmrs.org.uk  
 
Scale 7 Group membership Sec. Ron Pitts, 30, Wroxall Road, Solihull, W. Mids., B91 1DS. 
Phone o121 705 4138 
Scale7 South West Coordinator John Day  
 
Wells Railway Fraternity  www.railwells.com                The South Western Circle  www.lswr.org  
 
EM Gauge Society; info at www.emgs.org.               Pendon Museum  www.pendonmuseum.com  
 
Missenden Abbey’s Railway Modellers’ Weekends, 3 learn how to weekends a year 
www.missendenrailwaymodellers.org.uk  
 
Layouts 
 
P4  Rolvenden (Robin Gay) Kent & East Sussex Rly mid 1920’s 
 
P4  Oldbury Town (Mike Gosling) The Harbour Ferring West Sussex 1903 
 
P4  Cirencester (Dave Darrett) M&SWJ Railway 
 
P4  Torre (Martin Rees) South Devon 1950’s 
 
Og  Glasshouse Lane (Phill Smith) Micro shunting layout 
 
EM   Leighton Buzzard (Tony Gee) Great Central Rly. By the late Rev Peter Denny 
 
EM  Maiden Newton (Gerry Beale) GWR Wilts, Somerset & Weymouth line 1950’s 
 
S Scale St Juliot (Maurice Hopper) Cornish back water 
 
1/35 th scale Q Dump Wipers 11 (Nigel Tansley) War Dep light Rly near Arras 1917 
 
Ng  North Walton (Simon Challis) New South Wales Australia 
 
HO Broadford (Iain Hunter) Australian Victoria Railways, broad and standard gauge 
 
2mm scale  Tucking Mill (Jerry Clifford) North Somerset Light Railway 1920’s 
 
Scale 7  Wyebridge (Julian Russell) BR Western Region late 1950’s 
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2013 - 14   PROGRAMME 
 
All meetings are on Tuesday evenings, at 7.15 for 7.30, in Wells Town Hall. 
 
10 September  Railway Culture: A Family History Perspective  followed by   
   East Coast Past and Present    by Andy Cope 
 
8 October  Slides from the Maurice Deane Collection  Ian Bennett 
 
12 November  Across India by Train  followed by   
   The Railway Children           Colin Boocock 
 
10 December  A.G.M.  followed by  Quiz – set by last year’s winner, Brian Neill 
 
14 January  The Paddington Sleeper Accident   Roy Kethro 
   followed by 
   Restoring a Clyde Puffer        Jim Hay 
 
11 February  The Brighton Belle and the 5-BEL Trust  Antony Ford 
 
11 March  Rails to Avonmouth     Gerry Nichols 
 
8 April   The Gotthard Line and Luzern Area   Arthur Turner 
 
13 May  Somerset & Dorset Journey    Brian Arman 
 
 
RAILWELLS WEBSITE: www.railwells.com 
 
If you have any historical information that you would like to share or have any interesting 
railway related stories and or photos please send them to platform1@railwells.com  
 
 
AND FINALLY 
 
Did you know that the longest station platform in Scotland is to be found at Perth. 
Platform 4 at that station is 1714 feet long. Going to the other extreme, the shortest 
platform north of the border is at Conon Bridge. Re-opened in February this year, over 50 
years since the last train called there, it is situated between Inverness and Dingwall. The 
new platform measures just 15 metres, which translated into units we all recognise, is just 
over 49 feet. 
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